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Ⅰ . INTRODUCTION



Vision. Mission. Goal.

Where Blockchain Meets Music

The New Dimension of the Entertainment Industry

MiraQle aims to establish a decentralized entertainment ecosystem that
reshapes the landscape for fans to produce what they consume as end-users
actively. In the current conventional entertainment industry, music content
production is coordinated in a top-down manner, resulting in fans' higher
demand for galvanizing content with higher expectations every day. The goal is
to transform the generic and distorted content market into a more secure,
fairer, and transparent system. Thus, supporting the global music fans to
actively participate in the planning, producing, and consuming cycle. Therefore,
putting out the most desired entertainment content nourishes the industry
with a diversified fan-driven range.

As the development of technology progresses, consumers are no longer
passive in their consumption of entertainment contents. Smart devices
entirely reshaped the end-user experience and, with the readily available
contents on-demand and accustoms consumers to experience a broad
spectrum of high-quality contents. Given the infrastructure, many digital
platforms such as YouTube, Twitch, and TikTok bring the users to the forefront
of content creation and encourage active engagement to ultimately impact
content co-production. Featuring the advent of blockchain technology, diverse
enterprises are improving efficiency and solving challenges by building trusted
networks, and the entertainment industry is not an exception.

MiraQle Token (MQL) creates a new era of a technology + entertainment
platform that combines blockchain technology with the global music industry.
Fans become the next producers of their favorite artists, participate in
producing their dream albums, and claim ownership through various celebrity
NFT media artworks as they declare to be the genuine end-users of the global
entertainment industry. MiraQle leads innovation to transform the traditional
global music industry and provides diverse entertainment platforms to

support the fan-centered culture.

Development Background

INTRODUCTION

Technology + Entertainment

TECH-TAINMENT
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Ⅱ . MIRAQLE ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW



MQL  are utility tokens used within the MiraQle’s ecosystem as one-united currency. 

The tokens allow fans to become the next producers of their favorite artists, participate in producing 

their dream albums, and claim ownership through various celebrity NFT media artworks. 

With MQL, MiraQle Ecosystem allow global fans to become the core of the entertainment industry. 

MIRAQLE ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW

NFT
• NFT Market Place
• Filter Module App
• Collateral Security for 

financial derivatives

• Collaboration Album
• Artist Nurturing
• DreamX Live

Album Planning 
• Home
• WePick
• Producing
• Wallet

• Premium Artist Merch
• On/Off-line Concert Tickets
• Fan Customizable Contents • Sharing Playlist

• SNS & Vote for Music

NFT

MiraQle Wallet
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Ⅲ . GLOBAL MUSIC FANS



According to "Digital 2021 Global Digital Overview" conducted by Dataportal, more than 4.66
billion people are connected to the internet, and those reported are frequent users of
Entertainment (67.2%) and Music (52.9%) apps. In addition, nearly 30% of time spent on mobile
apps are on videos and entertainment apps, indicating the demand for entertainment content is
slowly but surely growing.

"Global Music Report 2021," provided by IFPI, also reveals that the digital environment highly
impacted the music industry as the revenue proportion of streaming platforms is
outperforming physical albums. Along with these research findings, MiraQle conducted a
thorough internal analysis using accumulated data of fandom profiles of top leading artists in
China, South Korea, and Western regions. MiraQle forecasts exponential growth within the first
two years and gradually gain fans who will join MiraQle’s ecosystem. Ultimately, MiraQle is
aiming to acquire around 1.4 billion fans worldwide for the next five years.

The music industry dominantly operates by conglomerates where they actively control the production,
distribution, and consumption of music, and most importantly, set the trend of music. This control is
affecting how the end-users consume music resulting in higher demand for new and original
entertainment content.

To meet with fan’s soaring expectations, many idol audition programs and competitive music talent
shows are emerging in recent decades.

Therefore, reflecting fans’ feedbacks and meeting the fans’ expectations are becoming more crucial to
create diverse and desirable music and entertainment content. The industry is launching various
marketing campaigns in both traditional and new media to encourage fans to become active in co-
production.

Despite these efforts, the music industry is facing issues of fans losing their voices and their trust in the
system. An unethical and illegal chart boosting through bots or computer farms to stream songs
repeatedly called “Sajaegi” is a major scandal in the music industry. In addition, manipulating voting
results to favor certain contestants in popular audition programs and music shows was revealed, leaving
fans with disappointment by the discrepancies between fans’ voting efforts and the manipulated results.

To resolve these current problems, MiraQle aims to implement its blockchain technology and its
entertainment expertise to provide a fair, secure, and transparent system where fans can truly enjoy and
engage with their artists and music.

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

MiraQle Fan Acquisition Projection

Fan’s Voices aren’t being Heard

100 M 

400 M

900 M

1.3 B 1.4 B

GLOBAL MUSIC FANS 8



Ⅳ . MAIN SERVICES



Fans now become the next producer and participate in the 
entire planning stage.

Main Page Listing

Home

UGC (User-Generated Content)

Producing WePick

Fans Contribute Concept

FanPick Wallet

FANPICK

• FanPick is a voting application where fans vote not only on the artists who feature in the
DreamX collaboration album but also the concept, MV, and other fine-detailed options during
the album planning stage. Fans must purchase their voting points, PICK, which are
purchasable with MQL. The application is undergoing its CBT (Closed Beta Test) and is
releasing soon this year.
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UGC Interaction Benefits 
FanPick’s reward badge system plays a decisive role in the platform. It makes fans dwell in FanPick contents
and their engagement becomes a catalyst to create positive feedbacks and unique UGC interaction.

The badge system is a user engagement level system where users level up their badge according to
engagement range. From leveling, fans get prioritized special offers of artists’ goods. Another benefit of the
badge system is the MQL staking. Fans accelerate their level placement through depositing rewarded MQL
received from voting or purchased MQL. Payment of interest varies based on the staking period, token
quantity, and Badge level.

The LEVEL-UP system consists of 4 badges: "Producer Competency Index" is calculated with various
evaluation indicators such as staking level, voting participation, sharing contents, and many other factors.
The higher badge a fan holds, the more value fan’s PICK is worth. Ex) Yellow 1 : Green 1.1 : Blue 1.3 : Red
1.5

Home: Main projects produced by 7SIX9 Entertainment are listed on the main page of the platform. Fans
vote for preselected top artists then receive MQL as a reward for the first vote. After that, fans need to
purchase PICK to vote again on their favorite projects.

Producing: In this feature, fans actively engage in the DreamX album and MV production. They select and
vote on any production stages, and each stage consists of fine-detailed options ranging from MV concepts
to the artists’ outfits and accessories.

WePick: WePick is open to all fans to upload posts of creative ideas and recommended concepts. If other
fans approve and root for these ideas, PICK points are used to vote on these posts. The post's creator is
required to spend PICK on extending the post-exposure period, and the post with the highest votes is
displayed on the main page to encourage more internal fan engagement.

Store: An in-app store is connected for fans to purchase various gift coupons and merchandise linked to
MiraQle’s e-commerce mall, EnterPlus.

My Wallet: MiraQle wallet is directly linked with FanPick for one step transaction management.

Core Features

FANPICK

[ FANPICK BADGE Creation Process ]

Yellow Badge

Green Badge

Blue Badge

Red Badge
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Users purchase PICK points with MQL to vote for preselected main album concepts. Users use PICK
points throughout various Producing stages to vote for different contents such as Music Video
concepts and artists’ outfits. PICK points are also used to share fans’ innovative ideas through posting
project recommendations that are open to other users to join the voting and interact with in the fan
community. The posts are time-limited, thus users need to spend additional PICK points to extend
their post, lasting up to 9 days.

Project 
Recommendation   Extending Post 

Project Voting 

User 

MQL INFLOW

Apart from spending, users earn MQL in various methods. When users vote for the first time on Home
projects, they are rewarded with MQL. On WePick, when users’ post gains certain amount of votes and
comments from other supporters, MQL is rewarded to the post creator. The most popular post is
promoted to “HotPicks” category which prioritizes the posts. Among the “HotPicks”, the most popular
post is listed on the Home page and rewarded with MQL. Apart from the core features, a referral
system allows current users to invite their friends to join FanPick and both compensated with MQL.

USER REWARD

HotPick Promote Referral SystemFirst Vote 

FANPICK

MQL OUTFLOW
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Once the DreamX Collaboration Album is released, fans with the highest voting engagement for the Main
projects are given opportunities to participate in the limited NFT artwork drop events.

Dong-A, one of the major newspapers in South Korea, launched its finance-reward app, Coney, and its K-
pop Idol voting app, IdolPick. Towards the 4th quarter of this year, FanPick is inter-connected through
these apps to operate on the real economy. This expansion allows fans to convert MQL into CONEY points
and to NaverPay points for various payment methods. Furthermore, expansion through IdolPick allows
fans to promote their favorite artists on building billboards and advertisements along the main subway
lines throughout Seoul.

[Fans can convert MQL into CONEY Point & 
NaverPay]

DAU(Daily Active Users): 12,000+ 
Monthly Users: 15,000,000+

MQL = CONEY Point = NaverPay

2. Strategic Partnership with Dong-A.com

1. FanPick NFT

Monthly Pageviews: 7,500,000+
Active Users: 1,350,000+

FANPICK

Expanding For Our Fans

CONEY

idolpick
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Collaboration Albums

Through 7SIX9 Entertainment’s partnerships, TME (Tencent Music Entertainment) and Warner
Music Group, industry-leading Asian & Western artists begin producing the next DreamX
collaboration album.

Once the Covid19 epidemic ends, MiraQle resumes its plan to hold DreamX Live which is a live
concert/event where fans meet their DreamX Collaboration Album featured artists. In addition,
DreamX plans to nurture Chinese artists in a prominent idol audition program that is announced
in the future.

Global collaboration is expanding into diverse music genres and is becoming the norm for
creative music productions. Recent top 5 cross-cultural collaboration albums is reaching more
than 2 billion YouTube views. Hence, more global artists are open to participating in the
global collaboration albums for their global fans.

The production stage where 
the final results from FanPick
will be brought to life.

Jason Derulo- Let’s Shut Up & Dance with Lay & NCT127
YouTube views: 60M+

Top 5 Global Collaboration Albums

BlackPink- Ice Cream with Selena Gomez
YouTube views: 591M+

Skrillex- Dirty Vibe with Diplo, CL & GD
YouTube views: 61M+

PSY- Hangover with Snoop Dogg
YouTube views: 351M+

BTS- Make It Right with Lauv
YouTube views: 140M+

DREAMX 14



Title : Let’s Shut Up & Dance / Artist : Jason Derulo, Lay Zhang, NCT 127 / Release Date : Feb, 2019

with fans all over the world to produce the most 
desirable and high-quality entertainment contents

CONNECT1
with artists across the globe to produce unique and exclusive collaborati
on albums that fans only dreamt of

COLLABORATE2
ourselves to be at the frontier of producing 
creative contents that will disrupt the market

CHALLENGE3

DREAMX

DreamX Tribute Album

Title : Season For Love / Artist : Lenka, Silence Wang / Release Date : Feb, 2021

Artist Accounts & Official Weibo Account AD  

(Within 1 Hour of Release)
2,500 Comments on Weibo 2.9M+ Plays 

China's Top 3 Music Applications’

Main Homepage & Recommendations

(Within 1 Hour of Release)

Top 20 on New Hits Chart

Top 18th on the Popular Songs Chart 

Top 17th on the MV Chart

600K MV Views
5th on Weibo’s Popular Music

3M+ New Songs Streaming

6th on Hot Keywords

DreamX EP01

A dream feast that excites the hearts of global music fans

New York Times Square 

Displayed on 1515 Broadway

For 1 Week 

60.5M Views

Weibo Post 1M+ Shares

No.1 on the Album Search List

MV 10M+ Views on Weibo

3 Golden Disk Awards

on QQ Music200M+ TikTok

30M+ Views on Release Day

Mtv Live/ mtvU 

Link to MTV Billboard NEWS

15
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Title : Break Your Heart / Artist : Wiz Khalifa, Jay Park / Release Date : Nov. 2021

with fans all over the world to produce the most 
desirable and high-quality entertainment contents

CONNECT1
with artists across the globe to produce unique and exclusive collaborati
on albums that fans only dreamt of

COLLABORATE2
ourselves to be at the frontier of producing 
creative contents that will disrupt the market

CHALLENGE3

DREAMX

DreamX EP02

Title : Season For Love / Artist : Lenka, Silence Wang / Release Date : Feb, 2021

DreamX EP03

A dream feast that excites the hearts of global music fans 16

1 million+ music playbacks per hour in 
Korea

Hot Ranked on Streaming App Latest 
Albums

48 million views for album live stream

Ranked 2nd for TikTok Challenge [Global]

Ranked 2nd in real-time search keyword 
with 

800 million DAU users

2nd place on all Chinese radio broadcast
music charts

Shanghai 101 station building full 
digital artwork laser show

About 1 million music playbacks 
per hour in Korea 

Hot Ranked on Streaming App 
Latest Albums.



NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)

The conventional art market is shifting digitally as online sales of art and antiques reached a record high of
$12.4 billion, doubling in value from the previous year, and accounting for a record share of 25% of the
market’s value.

This digital transition is opening a new trend in the auction market with the emerging NFT sector rapidly
surging as more than $ 2.5 billion in sales are made within the 1st quarter of 2021.

According to Decenter, the rise of NFTs in the entertainment industry is snowballing its size and spreading
its contents to the global market based on solid fandoms. As the demand for content from fans is ever-
growing, various famous artists from overseas have already entered the NFT market. Grimes, famous for
being the lover of Tesla CEO Elon Musk, released her music and digital art collection as NFT and sold it for
about $5.7 million. British electronic music duo Disclosure produced a new song during a Twitch live
stream and made it into a new NFT application plan. Global artists such as Weeknd and Snoop Dogg are
also entering the NFT business.

MiraQle’s NFT

17

PFP NFT

A profile picture, or PFP for 
short, MiraQle’s PFP NFTs 
provide the opportunity to 
express yourself while also 

belonging to our community 
that shares values related to 

music production. 

MQL NFT

Using various top artists’ IPs, 
numerous collectible digital 

artworks that are highly 
aesthetic and premium are 
auctioned periodically as a 

promotional campaign. 



NFT Alliances

Strategic Integration

NFT 
Marketplace
& Minting

May 2021

2022 May

Issuer of MQL Tokens

MQL Usage within Platform
• Purchase NFT (Auction)
• Issue NFT (Minting)
• Purchase Plugins (Filters)

Share Media Materials &
Sources from Artists’ IP
• Album Jackets
• Music Videos
• Online Concerts One of Korea’s Talented Media Art Group

In Development
• Create NFT Artworks using Artists’ IP
• Plugins (Filters)

MiraQle

VERS

1 2 MiraQle’s NFT 
Marketplace

MiraQle’s Proprietary
Filter Module

NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)

• •Strategic partnerships with various Blockchain and Entertainment companies, MiraQle adds value to its
Ecosystem and ultimately to global fans through integrating innovative and scalable products and
services that are premium and exclusive.

Synergy Output

18

NFT MANIA

  
  
  
  
   
  
 

NFT Content discovery and NFT trading 
platform.

Works:
• Seven(artist) NFT
• Brave Kongs NFT (Sold Out)
• LAVA NFT

3MiraQle’s
PFP NFT



PFP PROCESS

PFP NFT 

MiraQle PFP NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)

As PFP NFTs iterate on a common theme or character. MiraQle's PFP NFT focuses on the common theme of
"Music." Our PFP NFTs are created unique, featuring the personality's face alongside showcasing the mix of
traits that makes them unique.

19

PFP NFT ROAD MAP

• PFP NFT Disclosure (Reveal)

• Governance Community for 

Holders (Open) 

• NFT Staking System (Open)

• Reveal Audio Teaser

• Album release and music 

distribution 

• Album-related governance 

voting

• Sign Contract with World Class 

Artists. 

• MiraQle Box NFT Airdrop for 

NFT Staking Holders

2022.3Q 2022.4Q 2023.1Q

              

Synergy Output

Governance 
Community for 

MiraQle PFP NFT 
Holders

Album release and 
distribution 

(Tencent, Kakao M, 
etc.)

MiraQle
PFP NFT Minting

Special NFT 
airdrops for VIP 

Holders 

NFT Staking 
System 
OPEN

MiraQle Box (NFT) 
Air Drop

Collaboration 
Album Production 

Music Production 
Only for Holders

Song Work for 
Producers

Artist Selection 
and Reveal

Users who own the MiraQle PFP NFT can enter a dedicated governance community, and holders have the
fundamental decision to hold the PFP and produce the preferred "music." This process gives our holders
unique experience voting and creating groundbreaking music through possessing MiraQle's PFP NFT.

MiraQle provides various rewards and policies. We lead the global NFT.



NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)

Using DreamX featured artists’ IP (Intellectual Property), MiraQle is creating high-quality, invaluable
artworks for fans worldwide.
Whether it be their performance or their depiction of their innate creativeness, the potential possibilities
are endless.

MiraQle’s NFT

Application of Media Art in the Entertainment NFT Sphere

By fusing modern concepts with traditional Korean aesthetic art styles, MiraQle’s NFT artworks will be a
unique and attractive digital masterpiece and a symbolic representation of a new cross-culture
entertainment. MiraQle aims to transcend race and nation through producing the one and only digital
artworks by combining diverse themes ranging from music, artist, culture, and technology.

20

NFT Marketplace:  “The Exclusive Market for Fans” 
Adaptation of blockchain technology followed by the growing popularity of NFTs, MiraQle aims to play

an essential part in bridging the gap between the shift from fungible entities to the NFT era. MiraQle is
creating an NFT marketplace, “VERS”, that is a playground for fans and users to explore and trade top
entertainment digital content. Using various top artists’ IP, numerous collectible digital artworks that are
highly aesthetic and premium are auctioned periodically as a promotional campaign. Once the platform
grows into the one and only entertainment NFT marketplace, fans and users mint their own desired
artist/entertainment-related NFTs on this platform. These innovative features sustainably support artist,
and UGC creators to obtain financial remuneration for their passion and creativity. Furthermore, staking
and reselling within the marketplace allow fans to truly share and collect artworks of their favorite artists.

1



Photo and video apps are popular among numerous fans due to their improving AI movement
tracking technology, innovative content features, and customizable filters. By utilizing DreamX featured
artists’ IP and creative media art technology, MiraQle is developing its proprietary filter module software
to feature innovative and aesthetic sensorial filters and provide free minting systems that allow fans to
create their premium photos and videos, then store their data in the blockchain.
MiraQle, acquiring high-spec software and sensor technology, is developing proprietary filter modules
using various sensor components. With the AI software, MiraQle coordinates all the entertainment
content to be converted into readable datapoints. Then, through machine learning, it accumulates to
produce a unique filter to be used directly on cameras, NFTs, or videos. For instance, using the cross-
cultural entertainment contents from the DreamX collaboration together with sensor technology, high-
quality cross-cultural filters are available for global music fans to enjoy.

Proprietary Filter Module 2

AI

Software

Kinetic Sensor

Sound Sensor

Face-Scanning Sensor

Take Photo

Open Gallery

Cross-Cultural 
Filter Modules

NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN) 21



EnterPlus is MiraQle’s e-commerce platform that sell various artist goods and merchandise derived
from the DreamX Collaboration Albums. Apart from physical products, DreamX Live and other
sponsored concert tickets are available along with limited-edition contents that fans desire. All contents
of EnterPlus are purchasable with MQL. Special discounts and reward programs for global fans are in
development.

Synchronizing with FanPick
In the 3rd quarter of this year, FanPick is linked with EnterPlus for fans to directly purchase their favorite
artist goods. When fans ultimately vote for the Producing features on FanPick, the artists’ outfits and
accessories from the final results are sold exclusively on EnterPlus.

Special and Limited-edition Merchandise
At an aspirational level, artist merchandises motivate fans to dream bigger and connect with the artist.
The stars reflect perfection and limitless ambition, and fans value them for the desire and satisfaction in
return. Thus, merch is one of the ways fans build connection with their favorite artist. They combine
two fictional worlds or characters, adding the newest memes into iconic images, and set trends into
more recent heights. In recent decades, this industry is proliferating: the global music merchandise
market was worth around $3.5 billion in 2018, over a billion more than the year before.

www.enterplus.net

• Album Jacket Concept
• Tropical, Lively

• Symbolizes the two 
hip hop artists' 
rivalry

• Wiz Khalifa X Jay Park
Graphic Design

ENTER PLUS 22APP SERVICES

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=kr.co.musicq


MUSIC ROOM MUSIC DNA

PLAYLIST

Playlist 
Sharing

Chat, Voting,
Make Playlist Together

History of My 
Music Life

PLAYLIST Playlist sharing between different platforms

Music Room Chat, Voting, Make playlist together

Music DNA History about my music life

MUSICQ

The MusicQ application, an innovative platform where music meets social media, enables users to share
their favorite music playlists across different streaming platforms. Currently between Spotify and Apple
Music, users discover music, create playlists, and discuss & vote together on their favorite music.

Another core features of MusicQ is the music rooms available for users to create UGC (User-Generated
Content) involving DJs, curators, and many more interactive events through such features.

Moreover, MusicQ enables users to collect MQL through participating in voting activities and the rewarded
MQL are spent to share their music preferences with other listeners. MusicQ was first launched in March
2021 on the Android version and expanded to release in more than 10 countries worldwide. IOS version is
in CBT and is released towards the end of 2021.

23APP SERVICES
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Blockchain

Ethereum is a distributed computing platform and operating system for implementing smart contract
functions based on blockchain technology. Data on different platforms are encrypted and stored, and the
scope of encryption is included in data transmission/ reception. Network sections to which data is
transmitted are encrypted and decrypted to ensure transparency and security simultaneously.

Through blockchain technology, all transactions are unalterable and indestructible, and users are
rewarded through various means, such as staking and benefits across the platforms, which will create a
sustainable, decentralized, and transparent MiraQle ecosystem for fans worldwide.

Blockchain Application

MQL

Wallet

MusicQ

EnterPlus

NFT

FanPick
Decentralized 

Decision Making

Big Data 

Transparency & Security

Funding Flow Transparency

Sustainable & Consistent 

Demand Growth

Staking & Reward

Blockchain Technology

24APP SERVICES



Ⅴ . TOKEN ECONOMY



Token Usage

FanPick: All voting processes require spending MQL. Each fan vote transaction data (from voting on
collaboration album concepts to purchasing goods) are stored on the blockchain. Fans are rewarded
based on their support and involvement in projects, as well as MQL rewards.

NFT: MQL is used for purchasing, staking, funding, and collateral securities.

EnterPlus: All the EnterPlus products can be paid for with MQL (additional discounts and rewards
provided).

MusicQ: Creating premium playlist/room, buying premium playlist/room, and sponsoring DJ, celebrity
activities require using MQL. Users/celebrities are also rewarded for sharing the best music playlist based
on users' popularity.

.

MQL USAGE NFT Staking/Auction/Resell

Albums/ Goods Purchase

Artist Voting System

TOKEN ECONOMY

MiraQle (MQL) has a unique economy that used MQL Tokens across multiple platforms. The global music
market itself is the future platform for MQL circulation. "Planning-Production-Distribution-Consumption"
are the core components of the differentiated ecosystem model prepared with all stages of the music
platform.

Since the MQL Token eliminates the issue of payment modules between countries, it is a cryptocurrency
that is used throughout the world. As MQL owners, fans possess the value of receiving special incentives
and even rewards.

However, if it is not the MQL Token embodied with blockchain, it is difficult to promise integrity for
payment, maintenance, possession, and safety in such a system. MQL Token is the core resource across
MQL platforms.

With MQL Token that fans possess, they participate in various services such as purchasing Picks (voting
tickets used within FanPick, premium celebrity goods, NFTs, concert tickets, and funding collaboration
album production.

In addition, MQL Token also functions as a reward tool for the users and artists who actively participate
within the MQL ecosystem.

The modes of MQL rewards are diverse, including airdrops, premium purchase discounts, daily/weekly
activities, and payment reward points.

Users and artists receive tokens as a revenue settlement for their creative activities in MQL as well. Fans
must purchase tokens through trading in an exchange market or in-app purchases, and UGC creators can
receive the revenue settlement through an exchange market in the app. MQL Token's value increases in
accordance with MQL service vitalization.

The tokens expended by the users on any of the MQL platforms is automatically returned to the
company reserves. As a result, they are burned, thus creating scarcity for the MQL, leading to a value
increase of the token.

26



Ⅵ . MIRAQLE ECOSYSTEM SUMMARY



FanPick

Collaboration Album 
Production

MV Production

Exclusive IP

Dream X

Tencent Music 
Entertainment

Warner Bros. 
Records

Kakao Music

Apple Music & 
Spotify

NFT EnterPlus

MusicQ

NFT Market Place (AR, VR) Premium Artist Goods

On/Off-line Concert Tickets

Fan Customizable Contents

Exclusive Entertainment 
NFT

Proprietary Filter Module 
App & Web

Collateral Security for 
Financial Derivatives

isMedia

VERS

BASIC

Project Vote

We Pick

Producing

Store

Dong-A.com

Coney

IdolPick

Tech + Financial 
Partners

7SIX9 
Entertainment

Production

Global Distribution

Advertising & 
Engagement

Grey

Yellow

Blue

Orange Core Foundations

Strategic Partners Expansion

Core Services

MIRAQLE ECOSYSTEM SUMMARY 28



Ⅶ . MILESTONE



2020

2021

2019
2019.06 7SIX9 Entertainment Partnership

2020.06 KEPA Partnership

2020.08 BitForex Exchange Listing 

2020.11 GOPAX Exchange Listing

2020.12 KBEPA BlockChain Awards

2021.01 EnterPlus Launch

2021.02 DreamX EP01 “Season for Love” Release

2021.03 MusicQ App Launch

2021.03 BASIC Partnership

2021.05 VERS Partnership

2121.05 DreamX EP01 Chinese Remake Release

2021.06 isMedia Partnership

2021.06 MiraQle NFT VIP Launch Showcase

2021.08 FanPick App Release

2021.08 NFT Marketplace “VERS” Launch

2021.08 Proprietary Filter Module Development

2021.08 BASIC NFT drop event on VERS Marketplace

2021.08 VERS NFT X National Museum of Korea Artifacts

(displayed on NY Times Square and SM Town Billboards)

2021 Q3 DreamX EP02 Release

2021 Q3 DreamX EP03 Release

2021 Q4 NFT IP Expansion

2021 Q4 Dong-A Partnership

2021 Q4 Coney X FanPick Launch

2021 Q4 IdolPick X FanPick Launch

2021 Q4 KBCA Partnership

MILESTONE 30



2022

2022 Q1 Proprietary Filter Module Launch

2022 Q1 MEXC Exchange Listing

2022 Q1 CONEY X MIRAQLE Launch

2022 Q1 DreamX EP03 Release - LAY x 24KGoldn

2022 Q2 Gate.io Exchange Listing

2022 Q2 IdolPick X FanPick Launch

2022 Q3 MiraQle PFP NFT Reveal

2022 Q3 NFT Project Partnership Reveal

2022 Q3 Community Open for MiraQle PFP NFT Holders

2022 Q3 NFT Staking System Open

2022 Q4 DreamX EP04 Release

2022 Q4 PFP NFT Voting for Holders (Producing)

2022 Q4 FanPICK Branding on/off ad.

MILESTONE 31



Ⅷ . TOKEN ALLOCATION



INVESTING SCHEDULE

Allocation Unlock Conditions

Coin Sale
5% monthly unlock 

for 20 months

Team & 
Advisors

Two months after 

the 1st unlock, 

10% monthly unlock 

for 10 months

Partners
20% annual unlock 

for 5 years

Marketing & 
Influencers

One month after 

the 1st unlock,

10% monthly unlock 

for 10 months

Company 
Reserve

20% annual unlock for 5 
years

Homepage www.miraqle.io

Symbol MQL

Project Valuation
after Private Sales

$6 million

Total Supply 2,000,000,000 MQL

In Circulation 80,000,000 MQL

Base Platform ERC-20  /  Utility Token

Contract Address 0x428dc22668E6F3468273634067e5545ED5417A3E

USE OF PROCEEDS
MiraQle team invests heavily with 45% of all proceeds in research and development of its ecosystem.
25% of the proceed is allocated in accessing various marketing sources and a vast pool of artists,
influencers and celebrities around the globe. MiraQle is a productive and efficient organization and
allocates 10% of the proceeds to provide the right tools for employees to produce their best output. The
remaining 20% of the proceeds is allocated in business development to actively engage in strategic
partnerships, expanding new markets and industries.
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Ⅸ . MIRAQLE FOUNDATION



Min Jang
CEO OF CHAINTOB
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF COOPMARKETING
VICE PRESIDENT OF HANCOM GROUP
CEO OF HANCOM INTERFREE

Ross Lee
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AT 
NATUREREPUBLIC
LEAD DEVELOPER OF WIMAX PROJECT AT POSCO
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AT IRVER

David Om
CO-FOUNDER OF PIXEL PUNCH WEB DESIGNS
REGIONAL MANAGER OF NATUREREPUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT. DONG-A ST
CEO OF F&I INSTITUTE

Min Jang

CTO

Ross Lee

CEO

David Om

CMO

Brian Jeong

COO

Jay Chung

CSO

MQL TEAM
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Baek Un Lim

Entertainment Industry Advisor

As a corporation (License No.111, by the Ministry of Culture, 
Sports, and Tourism) founded in 1992 and a pop culture & 
art group representing Korea, the Korea Entertainment 
Producer’s Association is composed of 408 companies 
specialized in record, performance, and management 
leading the entertainment/music industry of Korea, and 
currently, about 3,000 affiliated entertainers are actively 
performing through member companies.
The association, already well-known as a host company of 
Dream Concert, has held large-scale musical performances 
such as Environment Concert, Dream Concert, K-Wave 
Dream Concert, and Super Seoul Dream Concert for 
activating the domestic market of pop music for the last 25 
years.
It has been also working hard for the establishment of 
infrastructure of pop music industry and the improvement 
of producers' rights and interests.

President of Korea Entertainment 
Producer's Association

Sean is rated a Top 100 lawyer; one of the Top 
International Lawyers in the world; and he was, recently, 
head of a team that was rated the top Dispute Resolution 
Law Firm for disputes in Asia.

Sean is, often, quoted by the New York Times, Wall Street 
Journal, Bloomberg and other leading new sources on 
matters facing Korea, China and the United States. He is 
engaged by clients for adversarial and non-adversarial 
business matters.

Sean Hayes is the first non-Korean employed by the 
Korean Court System (Constitutional Court of Korea) and 
one of the first non-Koreans to be a full-time regular 
member of a Korean law faculty. Sean taught justices at 
the Constitutional Court of Korea, judges at courts 
throughout Korea and government officials international 
contract law, constitutional law and criminal procedure.

Sean Hayes

Legal & Compliance Advisor

Partner Lawyer at Hayes & Simon

ADVISORY

Yun Ha Hwang
Album Production Advisor

CEO of  7SIX9 Entertainment
Henry Kim
Commercial Advisor

CEO of Instation

Legal / Financial Advisor
Heungki Kim
Hanshin Univ.
Financial Accounting Prof.

Music Production Advisor
Phil Schwan
Music Producer

Leo Jeong
Technical Advisor

CEO of EXS Mobile

Album Production Advisor
Jerry L, Greenburg

Former President of MJJ Music 

Alex Richards
Blockchain Advisor

APAC Blockchain Advisor
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Ⅸ . DISCLAIMER



DISCLAIMER

Know Your Customer (KYC) and 
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) & Counter Financing 
of Terrorism Procedures

MiraQle adopts strict KYC procedures to verify the identity of every applicant that expresses interest in investing or owning MQL 
token or MiraQle project share. It accepts only those contributors who have successfully identified themselves in the KYC screening 
to its satisfaction. Once cleared by the KYC process, they are eligible to participate in the private placement of MQL.

MiraQle’s strict adherence to KYC procedures not only protects the contributors and the company from criminal elements such as 
money laundering activities, but also terrorism financing. The KYC procedures adopted were based on current market practices and 
in accordance with all applicable Singapore and FATF legislation.

The company recognizes the importance of preventing money laundering and terrorism financing therefore AML and counter-
financing of terrorism procedures have been implemented in accordance with applicable legislation, notably the Prevention of 
Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism  Laws and Regulations of Singapore, including any rules and regulations enacted 
thereunder. The combined regulations include, but are not limited to, the following areas:

• Internal systems & controls, policies and procedures
• Know your customer (KYC) procedures, including adequate customer due diligence (CDD) and, where applicable, 

Enhanced due diligence (EDD)  
• Appointment of a Money Laundering Reporting Officer to oversee compliance with local as well as internationally 

reputable regulations
• Identification & reporting of suspicious activity
• Staff awareness and training
• Record keeping requirements
• Specification of Senior Management responsibility

MiraQle (the issuer of MQL token) has and shall have zero-tolerance of any/all business dealings with the following persons:

• Those refusing to provide the company with required information or documentation, 
• Entities whose shareholder/control structure cannot be determined,
• Those individuals that are included on any official sanction lists,
• Individuals indicating possible involvement in criminal activities based on available information,
• Those individuals with business where activity, source of funds or source of wealth cannot be reasonably verified. 

An appropriate record of received documentation and information, copies or recommendations are retained by the Issuer for the
legally established time period as per applicable laws, including AML legislation and data.

All of the contents contained within this MiraQle whitepaper and MiraQle website are protected by intellectual property right laws. 
All of the materials and content, include but not limited to the design, appearance, images, videos, music materials, downloads and 
any other information used to promote or provide insight of MQL. All copyright, trademarks, design rights, patents and any other
intellectual property rights (whether registered or unregistered) for the website and all of the materials contained within this
whitepaper is either owned by us, licensed to us or we are entitled to use it. All such rights are reserved.

You may not extract and/or re-utilize parts of the content of any MiraQle service without our express written consent. In particular, 
you may not utilize any data mining, robots, or similar data gathering and extraction tools to extract (whether once or many times) 
for re-utilization any substantial parts of the content of any MiraQle services, without our express written consent. You may also not 
reproduce and or publish any of our media, templates, audio our online documentation and product pricing and listings without our 
express written consent.

In addition graphics, logos, page headers, button icons, scripts, and service names included in or made available through any MiraQle
are trademarks or trade dress of the MiraQle project. MiraQle’s trademarks and trade dress may not be used in connection with any 
product or service that is not MiraQle’s, in any manner that is likely to cause confusion among customers or in any manner that 
disparages or discredits MiraQle. All other trademarks not owned by MiraQle that appear in any MiraQle contents are the property of 
their respective owners, who may or may not be affiliated with, connected to, or sponsored by MiraQle.

You may not misuse MiraQle services and platforms. You may use MiraQle only as permitted by law and the company’s intended 
uses. The license granted by MiraQle will terminate if you do not comply with these terms and conditions.
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DISCLAIMER

a. This Whitepaper (“Whitepaper”), in its current form, is circulated for general information purposes only in relation to the
platform and applications described in the Whitepaper (“Platform”) as presently conceived and is subject to review and
revision. Please note that this Whitepaper is a work in progress and the information in this Whitepaper is current only as of
the date on the cover hereof. Thereafter, the information, including information concerning MiraQle.(the “Company”)
business operations and financial condition may have changed. We reserve the right to change, modify, add or delete parts of
this Whitepaper or its associated website without notice for any reason or at any time.

b. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of the tokens
native to the Platform (“MQL Token” or “Token”) (as defined below) and no payment is to be accepted on the basis of this
Whitepaper. Any sale and purchase of the Token will be governed by a legally binding agreement, the details of which will be
made available separately from this Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the abovementioned agreement
and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.

c. This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the
issuer / distributor / vendor of the Token to purchase any Token nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation
form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.

d. Where you wish to purchase any Token, the Tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as: (a) any kind
of currency other than cryptocurrency; (b) debentures, stocks or shares issued by any entity; (c) rights, options or derivatives
in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares; (d) rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract with the
purpose or pretended purpose to secure a profit or avoid a loss; or (e) units or derivatives in a collective investment scheme or
business trust, or any other type of securities or capital market products.

e. No Token should be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as enabling, or according any opportunity to, purchasers to
participate in or receive profits, income, or other payments or returns arising from or in connection with the Platform, the
Token, or products, or to receive sums paid out of such profits, income, or other payments or returns.

f. This Whitepaper or any part hereof may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise disseminated in any jurisdiction where
offering coins/tokens in the manner set out this Whitepaper is regulated or prohibited.

g. No regulatory authority has reviewed, examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such
action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction.

Legal Statement

Restrictions on Distribution and Dissemination
a. The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws or 

regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, to 
obtain legal and other relevant advice on, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this 
Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to the Company or its 
representatives, agents, and related companies (“Affiliates”). 

b. Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have 
the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this 
Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.
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DISCLAIMER

a. Certain information set forth in this Whitepaper includes forward-looking statements regarding the future of the project, 

future events, achievements, and projections. These statements are not statements of historical fact and may be identified by

but not limited to words and phrases such as “will”, “estimate”, “believe”, “expect”, project”, “anticipate”, or words of similar 

meaning. Such forward-looking statements are also included in other publicly available materials such as presentations, 

interviews, videos etc. Information contained in this Whitepaper constitutes forward-looking statements including but not 

limited to future results, performance, or achievements of the Company or its Affiliates.

b. The forward-looking statements involve a variety of risks and uncertainties. These statements are not guarantees of future 
performance and no undue reliance should be placed on them. Should any of these risks or uncertainties materialize, the 
actual performance and progress of the Company or its Affiliates might differ from expectations set by the forward-looking 
statements. The Company or its Affiliates undertake no obligation to update forward-looking statements should there be any 
change in circumstances. By acting upon forward-looking Information received from this Whitepaper, the Company or its 
Affiliates’ website and other materials produced by the Company or its Affiliates, you personally bear full responsibility in the 
event where the forward-looking statements do not materialize.

c. As of the date of this Whitepaper, the Platform has not been completed and is not fully operational. Any description 
pertaining to and regarding the Platform is made on the basis that the Platform will be completed and be fully operational. 
However, this paragraph shall in no way be construed as providing any form of guarantee or assurance that the Platform will 
eventually be completed or be fully operational.

Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statement

Important Note: As noted elsewhere in these Terms, the Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities or any other form of 

investment product. Accordingly, none of the information presented in this disclaimer is intended to form the basis for any 

investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. MiraQle.(hereinafter the "Company") expressly disclaims any 

and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) 

reliance on any information contained in this disclaimer, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any 

action resulting from such information.

By obtaining, owning, and using Tokens, you expressly acknowledge and assume the following risks:

1. Losing Access to Tokens Due to Loss of Private Key(s), Custodial Error or Purchaser Error 
A private key, or a combination of private keys, is necessary to control and dispose of Tokens stored in your digital wallet or vault. 
Accordingly, loss of requisite private key(s) associated with your digital wallet or vault storing Tokens will result in loss of such 
Tokens. 
Moreover, any third party that gains access to such private key(s), including by gaining access to login credentials of a hosted
wallet service you use, may be able to misappropriate your Tokens. Any errors or malfunctions caused by or otherwise related to 
the digital wallet or vault you choose to receive and store Tokens, including your own failure to properly maintain or use such 
digital wallet or cold wallet, may also result in the loss of your Tokens. Additionally, your failure to follow precisely the procedures 
set forth for obtaining and receiving Tokens, including, for instance, if you provide the wrong address for the Token Receipt
Address, or provides an address that is not ERC-20 compatible, may result in the loss of your Tokens.

Certain Risks Relating to Investment, Delivery, and Use of Tokens

a. The Token, the Platform and related services provided by the Company and its Affiliates are provided on an “as is” and “as 
available” basis. The Company and its Affiliates do not grant any warranties or make any representation, express or implied or 
otherwise, as to the accessibility, quality, suitability, accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of the Token, the Platform or any 
related services provided by the Company and its Affiliates, and expressly disclaim any liability for errors, delays, or omissions 
in, or for any action taken in reliance on, the Token, the Platform and related services provided by the Company and its 
Affiliates.

b. The Company, its Affiliates and its directors, officials and employees do not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaim any 
representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, 
warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this 
Whitepaper.

c. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws and regulations, the Company and its Affiliates shall not be liable for 
any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not 
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or 
reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

Disclaimer of Liability
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2. Associated with the Bitcoin Protocol

Because Tokens are based on the Bitcoin protocol, any malfunction, breakdown or abandonment of the Bitcoin 

protocol may have a material adverse effect on the Tokens. Moreover, advances in cryptography, or technical 

advances such as the development of quantum computing, could present risks to the Tokens, including the utility of 

the Tokens for obtaining Services, by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins 

the Bitcoin protocol.

3. Associated with Trusted Execution
The Trusted Execution Environment(TEE) is delivered by third party organizations as part of their designs. These systems are not
verified by Company and could represent a risk that the trusted execution capabilities may have material weakness that could be 
exploited by third parties. The result is systems relying on the assertions by the Trusted Execution Environment and the trusted
application might be rendered ineffective.

4. Mining Attacks 
As with other decentralized cryptographic tokens based on the Bitcoin protocol, the Tokens are susceptible to attacks by miners 
in the course of validating Token transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain, including, but not limited, to double-spend attacks, 
majority mining power attacks, and selfish-mining attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the Tokens, including, but not 
limited to, accurate execution and recording of transactions involving Tokens.

5. Hacking and Security Weaknesses 
Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the Tokens in a variety of ways, including, but
not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing.

6. Unanticipated
Cryptographic tokens are a new and untested technology. In addition to the risks included in this disclaimer, there are other risks 
associated with your obtaining, possession, and use of the Tokens, including unanticipated risks. Such risks may further 
materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks discussed in this disclaimer.

7. Associated with Markets for Tokens 
The Tokens are intended to be used solely within the Ecosystem, and Company will not support or otherwise facilitate any 
secondary trading or external valuation of Tokens. This restricts the contemplated avenues for using Tokens to the provision or 
receipt of Services, and could therefore create illiquidity risk with respect to the Tokens you own. Even if secondary trading of 
Tokens is facilitated by third party exchanges, such exchanges may be relatively new and subject to little or no regulatory 
oversight, making them more susceptible to fraud or manipulation. Furthermore, to the extent that third-parties do ascribe an 
external exchange value to Tokens (e.g., as denominated in a digital or fiat currency), such value may be extremely volatile and
diminish to zero.

8. Uninsured Losses
Unlike bank accounts or accounts at some other financial institutions, Tokens are uninsured unless you specifically obtain private 
insurance to insure them. Thus, in the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public insurer, such as the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, or private insurance arranged by Company, to offer recourse to you.

9. Associated with Uncertain Regulations and Enforcement Actions
The regulatory status of the Tokens and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult 
to predict how or whether regulatory agencies may apply existing regulation with respect to such technology and its applications, 
including the Ecosystem and the Tokens. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether legislatures or regulatory agencies may 
implement changes to law and regulation affecting distributed ledger technology and its applications, including the Ecosystem
and the Tokens. Regulatory actions could negatively impact the Ecosystem and the Tokens in various ways, including, for 
purposes of illustration only, through a determination that the purchase, sale and delivery of the Tokens constitutes unlawful 
activity or that the Tokens are a regulated instrument that require registration or licensing of those instruments or some or all of 
the parties involved in the purchase, sale and delivery thereof. Company may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that 
regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to 
obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction.
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DISCLAIMER

10. Taxation
The tax characterization of Tokens is uncertain. You must seek your own tax advice in connection with purchasing Tokens, which 
may result in adverse tax consequences to you, including withholding taxes, income taxes and tax reporting requirements.

11. Insufficient Interest in the Ecosystem or Distributed Applications
It is possible that the Ecosystem will not be used by a large number of individuals, companies and other entities or that there will 
be limited public interest in the creation and development of distributed ecosystems. Such a lack of use or interest could negatively 
impact the development of the Ecosystem and therefore the potential utility of the Tokens, including the utility of the Tokens for 
obtaining.

12. Development and Maintenance of the Ecosystem 
The Ecosystem is still under development and may undergo significant changes over time. Although Company intends for the 
Tokens and Ecosystem to function as described in the Whitepaper, and intends to take commercially reasonable steps toward 
those ends, Company may have to make changes to the specifications of the Tokens or Ecosystem for any number of legitimate 
reasons. Moreover, Company has no control over how other participants will use the Ecosystem, what products or services will be 
offered through the Ecosystem by third parties, or how third party products and services will utilize Tokens (if at all). This could 
create the risk that the Tokens or Ecosystem, as further developed and maintained, may not meet your expectations at the time of
Investment. Furthermore, despite Company’s good faith efforts to develop and participate in the Ecosystem, it is still possible that 
the Ecosystem will experience malfunctions or otherwise fail to be adequately developed or maintained, which may negatively 
impact the Ecosystem and Tokens, and the potential utility of the Tokens, including the utility of the Tokens for obtaining Services.

13. Unfavorable Fluctuation of BTC Value
If the value of BTC fluctuates unfavorably during or after the Private Placement Period, Company team may not be able to fund
development, or may not be able to develop or maintain the Ecosystem in the manner that it intended. In addition to the usual
market forces, there are several potential events which could exacerbate the risk of unfavorable fluctuation in the value of BTC, 
including another DAO-like attack on the Bitcoin network, or significant security incidents or market irregularities at one or more of 
the major cryptocurrency exchanges.

14. Dissolution of Company or Ecosystem
It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including, but not limited to, an unfavorable fluctuation in the value of BTC (or 
other cryptographic and fiat currencies), decrease in the Tokens’ utility (including their utility for obtaining Services), the failure of 
commercial relationships, or intellectual property ownership challenges, the Ecosystem may no longer be viable to operate or 
Company may dissolve.

15. Lack of Governance Rights
Because Tokens confer no governance rights of any kind with respect to the Ecosystem or Company, all decisions involving 
Company’s products or services within the Ecosystem or Company itself will be made by Company at its sole discretion, including,
but not limited to, decisions to discontinue its products or services in the Ecosystem, to create and sell more Tokens for use in the 
Ecosystem, or to sell or liquidate Company. These decisions could adversely affect the Ecosystem and the utility of any Tokens you 
own, including their utility for obtaining Services.

16. Blockchain Market
The blockchain industry is subject to a variety of federal, state and international laws and regulations, including those with respect 
to KYC/AML and customer due diligence procedures, privacy and data protection, consumer protection, data security, and others. 
These laws and regulations, and the interpretation or application of these laws and regulations, could change. In addition, new laws 
or regulations affecting the Ecosystem could be enacted, which could impact the utility of the Tokens in the Ecosystem.
Additionally, the Ecosystem participants are subject to industry specific laws and regulations or licensing requirements. If any of 
these parties fails to comply with any of these licensing requirements or other applicable laws or regulations, or if such laws and 
regulations or licensing requirements become more stringent or are otherwise expanded, it could adversely impact the Ecosystem 
and the Tokens, including the Tokens’ utility for obtaining Services.

17. Operational
Company is a young company and the growth of the team and its capabilities may take longer than expected to result in the 
intended usefulness for the Tokens. The Tokens are just one product in a highly competitive market of secure computing and broad
adoption by other users and developments by technology partners may take longer than expected. The usefulness of the Tokens 
depends on the extent of widespread adoption of the blockchain technology.
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